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CertainTeed Homes come alive with a natural return to the spaces we love, the climates we thrive in, and the inspiration we draw from for our homes.

Our Roofing Collections are designed to be lived in, with roofs, walls and windows that speak to the soul.

Sea Coast and a wind-swept horizon of Stonegate Gray.

Victorian Medley and a breezy avenue of Brownstone.

Classics Revisited and a sprawling estate of Smokey Quartz.

Old World Tuscan and a sunlit mountainside of Autumn Blend.

Americana and a dusty country lane of Weathered Wood.

Modern Mix and a pristine starry skyline of Black Pearl.

Explore our collections. Feel your emotions. And understand roofing in a whole new dimension.

Breathe in.
There’s color in the air and a palette to life and the way we live it.
Your home is your castle with Grand Manor™ in Stonegate Gray, a style that replicates the look of slate with the durability of multi-layered laminate.

Under clear skies or silhouetted against a gathering storm, Hatteras® in Lighthouse Red makes a bold statement: Bring on the weather.

Like the peaks of mighty evergreens, Carriage House™ in Sherwood Forest creates a landscape of timeless, natural architecture.

A beacon for fearless design. Chart your course to bold color.

As smooth as surf-beaten jetty stones. And just as beautiful.

The deep, rich color of nature that stands the test of time.
An expression of historical proportion. Timeless and now.

Crafted with love and weathered by time. The color of experience.

Charming and complimentary. An ideal Victorian hue.

With a unique hand-crafted look, Grand Manor™ and Carriage House™ in Brownstone are the color of a bygone era.

With warm as aged cedar and as smooth as slate, Independence™ in Weathered Wood is the peak of Victorian perfection.

The deep random shadow lines of Independence in Colonial Slate creates a dramatic, dimensional appearance.
Individually colored tabs give Highland Slate™ in Smokey Quartz a combination of rich, deep hues. Dark shadow lines accentuate each tab from the curb.

With the character of a New England evening, Landmark™ Premium in Max Def Weathered Wood is as crisp as autumn air.

Get the charm and character of hand-split wood shakes with Presidential Shake™ in Weathered Wood. An alluring combination.

When tradition meets technology. The best of both worlds.

An expression of nature. Like chimes on a breeze.

As comfortable and inviting as an old porch swing.
A mix of nature’s best and brightest. All year long.

Old becomes new again. Legendary color.

Sculpted edges, staggered lines, and triple layer depth, Presidential Shake™ TL in Autumn Blend is an amazing look for every season.

The classic appeal and enduring beauty of natural-cut stone, Highland Slate™ in Black Granite is a heritage of craftsmanship.

For lasting beauty that never goes unnoticed, Landmark™ in Weathered Wood endures time and the elements with grace and distinction.
Weathered Wood

Wake up to the American dream. Pursue happiness.

Georgian Brick

In tune with nature. Yet distinct.

Weathered Wood XT™25

Down home with high style. Strike a balance.

The power and prestige of Presidential Shake™ in Weathered Wood is a stately expression of superior performance.

With sweeping lines and rich color, Carriage House™ in Georgian Brick exhibits a deep inner strength and a bold aesthetic.

From sea to shining sea, XT25 in Weathered Wood places a sensible and classic value on modern craftsmanship.
Weathered Wood
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Creates character. Performs with passion.

Colonial Slate
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Mixing color and texture. For modern appeal.

Black Pearl
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A true gem. Never out of fashion.

1. A touch of mystique for any contemporary design. Presidential Shake™ in Weathered Wood adds shade and texture to deliver depth and authenticity.

2. Captivating and uncompromising, Independence™ in Colonial Slate is where traditional design gets a modern twist.

3. Add generations of durability to complete the look of modern designs with Grand Manor™ in Black Pearl, a color that dives to a new depth.
Choosing exterior house colors can be a difficult proposition. Proper color combinations highlight beautiful features, and boost the curb appeal and market value of your home.

But how do you choose from a rainbow of color samples as your neighbors glare with anticipation? Follow these helpful tips and you’ll find colors to fit your personality and the neighborhood!

Learn from the Past
For a historic home, you’ll want to use an historically-accurate color scheme. Find old pictures of your house and neighborhood, or visit your local historical society for information. Or, refer to historic color charts and select shades that were used at the time your home was built.

Keep Up with the Jones’
Look at your neighbors’ houses for color ideas, but don’t copy them exactly. Avoid clashing with your surroundings by choosing colors that set your house apart, but match the basic scheme of the neighborhood.

Get Back to Nature
Nature is blooming with color ideas. Examine the landscape around your house to find inspiration. A beach setting suggests vivid blues, weather-beaten grays, and bright coral colors. A wooded area may suggest a palette of greens and browns.

QUICK TIPS
- Strike a balance by not overloading a single aspect of your house with one color.
- Use lighter and darker shades of the same hue to ensure a match.
- Light colors add size to your home, while darks scale things down.
- Too many colors are distracting, but too few may seem bland.
- Turn your house inside out by using the colors you’ve chosen indoors.
You never get a second chance to make a first impression, so greet visitors in style by updating your home’s curb appeal. Accent the primary architectural features of your home by focusing on the details.

1. **Easy Hardware**
   Replace your house numbers, lockset, mailbox, and light fixtures to add an element of style and interest. Hardware upgrades are easy and provide the most appeal when they match.

2. **Color Splash**
   Your front entry is the focal point of your home’s curb appeal. Make a splash by giving your front door a pop of color that reflects your personal style. Choose a favorite color from your home’s interior.

3. **Growing Panes**
   Window boxes are a fast, easy way to bring color and charm to your home exterior. Choose copper or iron for a traditional look, or painted wood for a cottage feel. Plant flowers to suit the season.

4. **Bright Idea**
   An older gutter system can be a drain on your home’s curb appeal. Peeling paint, rust spots, and other problems convey a sense of neglect. So replace old systems with bright new vinyl gutters and downspouts.
An attractive and functional front-yard landscape adds style to your home by increasing curb appeal and creating useful spaces. Complement the architecture of your home by reflecting its shapes and colors in the surrounding landscape.

**Uphill Battle**
Mix groundcovers, ornamental grasses, evergreens, annuals, and perennials to create a planting bed on hard-to-maintain grassy slopes. Plantings that rise up to your house make the home appear grander.

**From the Ground Up**

**Walk This Way**
Transform your sidewalks into stylish statements by edging them with easy-care plants such as variegated hosta and boxwood. Make the plants flow by putting a gentle curve in the path.

**Set the Stage**
Play up the drama in your yard by selecting bold elements that call attention to themselves and make a statement. Spiral-pruned junipers flanking the front walk create a sense of grandeur and formality.

**Flower Power**
Create lasting impact by planting colorful blooms throughout your yard, either in pots or directly in the ground. Use bold, bright hues and various sizes to accentuate areas of interest.
Some CertainTeed roofing products are manufactured with pre- and post-consumer recycled content, including slag, stone granules, corrugated mixed paper and sludge. Integrating these materials reduces landfill waste and carbon emissions.

At CertainTeed, green is our favorite color.

Green means responsibility. And we believe responsibility is key to building structures that sustain our lives. Green is more than a good idea at CertainTeed. It’s a constant call to innovation.
my dream.
my home.